ACSAC is an internationally recognized forum where practitioners, researchers, and developers in information system security meet to learn and to exchange practical ideas and experiences. Papers offering novel contributions in any aspect of computer and application security are solicited. Papers may present technique, applications, or practical experience, or theory that has a clear practical impact. Papers are encouraged on technologies and methods that have been demonstrated to be useful for improving information systems security and that address lessons from actual application. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: access control applied cryptography audit and audit reduction biometrics boundary control devices certification and accreditation database security denial of service protection defensive information warfare electronic commerce security enterprise security forensics identification and authentication identity management information survivability insider threat protection integrity intellectual property rights protection incident response planning intrusion detection and event correlation malware middleware and distributed systems security mobile and wireless security modeling and simulation related to security operating systems security peer-to-peer security privacy product evaluation criteria and compliance risk/vulnerability assessment secure location services security engineering and management security in IT outsourcing service oriented architectures software assurance trust management voip security Paper submissions. Submitted papers must not substantially overlap papers that have been published or that are simultaneously submitted to a journal or a conference with proceedings. Papers should be at most 15 pages including the bibliography and wellmarked appendices (single column, using 11-point font and reasonable margins on letter-size paper). Committee members are not required to read the appendices, and so the paper should be intelligible without them. All submissions should be appropriately anonymized (i.e., papers should not contain author names or affiliations, or obvious citations). Submissions are to be made to the submission web site at http://www.acsac.org. Only pdf or postscript files will be accepted. Submissions not meeting these guidelines risk rejection without consideration of their merits. Papers must be received by the deadline of June 3, 2007. Authors of accepted papers must guarantee that their papers will be presented at the conference.
Other submissions. Detailed submission information for panels, tutorials, workshops, case studies, work in progress, and exhibitor information can be found at http://www.acsac.org/cfp.
